
SCULPTING MASSAGE
30/60 MIN BOOKING TIME

Special tightening and cellulite reducing techniques using massage and suction cups to redefine 
body silhouette.

This treatment massage helps firm the tissues with specific massage techniques and tools to reduce the appearance 
of cellulite and achieve an overall tightened, smoother appearance. Suction cups are lightly placed onto the body to 
increase blood flow to targeted areas.  For optimal results, this treatment is recommended in a series of 5-10 sessions.

OPENING

1. Establish guest in prone position on the massage table. Offer a bolster 
underneath ankles. Assure guests highest comfort level

2. Ground & center yourself and get present and clear. Set your intention 
for guest treatment and yourself

3. Standing on the side of the table make contact with your palms on heart 
center and sacrum inviting the guest to take a few deep breaths . Apply 
pressure on your hands during their exhale. Then slightly rock the body

4. Move to top of table: Palm pressures along the erector spinae muscles 
from neck to sacrum. Continue from upper thigh down the legs ending 
on soles of feet

 
 

LEG/HIP

1. Apply Citrus Cardamom, Jasmine Tuberose, or Geranium Cedar-
wood Massage Oil up the entire leg with 1-3 effleurage strokes

2. Knuckle sole of foot and cup the heel
3. Thumb slides up Achilles tendon and swiping up entire calf
4. Pinch/knead inner calf up and down, repeat on outer calf up and down 

1-3 times 
5. Palpate and roll technique from lateral to medial covering the entire 

lower leg 
6. Effleurage calf to soothe 
7. Lymphatic pumping on back of knee 3 times then smooth out back of 

knee with flat palms
8. Pinch/knead inner thigh up and down, repeat on outer side up and down 

1-3 times
9. Palpate and roll technique from lateral to medial covering the entire upper leg 
10. Effleurage upper leg to soothe
11. Pinch/knead the buttocks  
12. Palpate and roll buttocks
13. Massage entire leg and buttocks area with suction cup
14. Effleurage entire leg
15. Stretch leg one hand on heel other hand or forearm on gluteal fold
16. REPEAT on other leg

 
 

ARM/SHOULDER

1. Effleurage entire arm applying Massage Oil
2. “T” the arm so forearm bent down side of massage bed
3. Pinch/knead upper arm 
4. Palpate roll upper arm then put entire arm back on table
5. Massage entire arm area with suction cup
6. Effleurage entire arm to soothe
7. REPEAT on other arm

BACK

1. Full back effleurage down arms up to occipital ridge applying Massage 
Oil 1-3 times

2. Half back; standing on same side at sacrum: petrissage along spine from 
sacrum to neck

3. Pinch/knead upper back and any areas that need firming
4. Massage upper back area with suction cups
5. With flat palm soothing effleurage on half back down arm
6. REPEAT on other side of back

 
 

FINISH & TURN

1. Move yourself back to top of table and finish with full back effleurage 
down arms ending on occipital ridge and cover back. Remove bolster

2. Lift Cover sheet and invite guest to turn around to supine position
 

FRONT BODY

1. Replace bolster under the back of knee or according to guest’s preference
2. Place a chest cover on female guests and assure guest’s comfort level

LEG

1. Apply Massage Oil to entire leg with effleurage strokes 3 times
2. Circles around the ankles
3. Turn the foot out and work up medial aspect of shinbone (kidney meridi-

an) with thumb gliding up towards the knee 3 times
4. Turn foot in and glide thumb up outer aspect of shinbone (stomach and 

gallbladder meridian) 3 times
5. Circles around the knee
6. Soothing effleurage on the upper thigh 3 times
7. Pinch/kneading inner aspect of thigh up and down then repeat on outer aspect 
8. Palpate roll technique from lateral to medial covering the entire upper thigh
9. Move to the other side and work the outer aspect of the hip and upper 

thighs with pinch/knead technique. (in video shown from same side)
10. Massage the thigh with suction cups
11. Moving back to original side of table, long effleurage up the entire leg 

3 times
12. REPEAT on other leg

 

PRODUCTS & TOOLS

• A few sprays of Hand Sanitizer
• 3-4 tbsp Citrus Cardamom, Jasmine Tuberose, or Geranium Cedarwood 

Massage Oil
• Suction cup

TABLE SET UP & PREP

• Standard massage table set up with fitted sheet/ cover sheet/ face cradle/
table warmer

WATCH SCULPTING MASSAGE OPENING

WATCH SCULPTING MASSAGE LEG PRONE

WATCH SCULPTING MASSAGE ARM/SHOULDER PRONE

WATCH SCULPTING MASSAGE BACK

WATCH SCULPTING LEG SUPINE 2

https://vimeo.com/336899360/03cdc63044
https://vimeo.com/336899982/f9da86e11a
https://vimeo.com/336900451/2c3088b8b3
https://vimeo.com/336899360/03cdc63044
https://vimeo.com/336899982/f9da86e11a
https://vimeo.com/336900451/2c3088b8b3
https://vimeo.com/336900304/85337eba26
https://vimeo.com/336899734/8e71e9e71e
https://vimeo.com/336900304/85337eba26
https://vimeo.com/336899734/8e71e9e71e


ABDOMEN 
(OPTIONAL—DISCUSS WITH GUEST BEFORE TREATMENT)

1. Undrape the abdomen and make contact gently by asking the guest to 
take a deep belly breath

2. Apply Massage Oil on entire abdomen in clockwise manner
3. Roll from left to right with heel of hands back and forth 3 times
4. Diamond stretch moving outwards underneath the waist then pulling 

back up 3 times
5. Kneading of the sides of the waist (both sides) 
6. Deep movement with flat fingertips along the  ascending, transverse and 

descending colon
7. Massage abdomen clockwise with suction cup
8. Final effleurage on entire abdomen 
9. Cover and with flat palm apply pressure on guests exhale

 
 

CLOSING

1. Move to the top of the table cradling the guest’s skull and do a cranial 
hold for a few breaths

2. Then release and gently press the heads of the arm bones down opening 
the chest

3. Final touch for grounding go to the footside of the table and hold both 
feet with your hands applying gentle pressure

4. Detach yourself gently from the guest and indicate to them the finishing 
of their treatment

 

WATCH SCULPTING MASSAGE ABDOMEN

WATCH SCULPTING MASSAGE CLOSING

https://vimeo.com/336900611/6305954b3b
https://vimeo.com/336900226/5583cbbdfe
https://vimeo.com/336900611/6305954b3b
https://vimeo.com/336900226/5583cbbdfe



